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Flexibility becomes a major concern for the development of multimedia and mobile communication systems, as well as classical
high-performance and low-energy consumption constraints. The use of general-purpose processors solves flexibility problems but
fails to cope with the increasing demand for energy eﬃciency. This paper presents the DART architecture based on the functionallevel reconfiguration paradigm which allows a significant improvement in energy eﬃciency. DART is built around a hierarchical
interconnection network allowing high flexibility while keeping the power overhead low. To enable specific optimizations, DART
supports two modes of reconfiguration. The compilation framework is built using compilation and high-level synthesis techniques.
A 3G mobile communication application has been implemented as a proof of concept. The energy distribution within the architecture and the physical implementation are also discussed. Finally, the VLSI design of a 0.13 x2009μm CMOS SoC implementing
a specialized DART cluster is presented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in mobile computing require high-performance and energy-eﬃcient devices. Also, flexibility has become a major concern to support a large range of multimedia and communication applications. Nowadays, digital signal processing requirements impose extreme computational demands which cannot be met by oﬀ-the-shelf,
general-purpose processors (GPPs) or digital signal processors (DSPs). Moreover, these solutions fail to cope with the
ever increasing demand for low power, low silicon area, and
real-time processing. Besides, with the exponential increase
of design complexity and nonrecurring engineering costs,
custom approaches become less attractive since they cannot
handle the flexibility required by emerging applications and
standards. Within this context, reconfigurable chips such as
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are an alternative
to deal with flexibility, adaptability, high performance, and
short time-to-market requirements.
FPGAs have been the reconfigurable computing mainstream for a couple of years and achieved flexibility by supporting gate-level reconfigurability; that is, they can be fully

optimized for any application at the bit level. However, the
flexibility of FPGAs is achieved at a very high silicon cost interconnecting huge amount of processing primitives. Moreover, to be configured, a large number of data must be distributed via a slow programming process. Configurations
must be stored in an external memory. These interconnection and configuration overheads result in energy waste, so
FPGAs are ineﬃcient from a power consumption point of
view. Furthermore, bit-level flexibility requires more complex design tools, and designs are mostly specified at the
register-transfer level.
To increase optimization potential of programmable
processors without the fine-grained architectures penalties,
functional-level reconfiguration was introduced. Reconfigurable processors are a more advanced class of reconfigurable
architectures. The main concern of this class of architectures
is to support high-level flexibility while reducing reconfiguration overhead.
In this paper, we present a new architectural paradigm
which aims at associating flexibility with performance and
low-energy constraints. High-complexity application domains, such as mobile telecommunications, are particularly
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targeted. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses mechanisms to reduce energy waste during computations. Similar approaches in the context of reconfigurable architectures are presented and discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the features of the DART architecture.
The dynamic reconfiguration management in DART is presented in Section 5. The development flow associated with
the architecture is then introduced. Section 7 presents some
relevant results coming from the implementation of a mobile
telecommunication receiver using DART and compares it to
other architectures such as DSP, FPGA, and a reconfigurable
processor. Finally, Section 8 details the VLSI (very large-scale
integration) implementation results of the architecture in a
collaborative project.
2.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION

The energy eﬃciency (EE) of an architecture can be defined
by the number of operations it performs when consuming
1 mW of power. EE is therefore proportional to the computational power of the architecture given in MOPS (millions
of operations per second) divided by the power consumed
during the execution of these operations. The power is given
by the product of the elementary dissipated power per area
unit Pe l, the switching frequency Fclk , the square of the power
supply voltage VDD , and the chip area. The latter is the sum
of the operator area, the memory area, and the area of the
control and configuration management resources. Pe l is the
sum of two major components: dynamic power which is the
product of the transistor average activity and the normalized
capacitance per area unit, and static power which depends on
the mean leakage of each transistor.
These relations are crucial to determine which parameters have to be optimized to design an energy-eﬃcient architecture. The computational power cannot be reduced since it
is constrained by the application needs. Parameters like the
normalized capacitance or the transistor leakage mainly depend on technology process, and their optimization is beyond the scope of this study.
The specification of an energy-eﬃcient architecture dictates the optimization of the remaining parameters: the operator area, the storage and control resources area, as well
as the activity throughout the circuit and the supply voltage.
The following paragraphs describe some useful mechanisms
to achieve these goals.
2.1. Exploiting parallelism
Since EE depends on the square of the supply voltage, VDD
has to be reduced. To compensate for the associated performance loss, full use must be made of parallel processing.
Many application domains handle several data sizes during diﬀerent time intervals. To support all of these data sizes,
flexible functional units must be designed, at the cost of latency and energy penalties. Alternatively, functional units
can be optimized for only a subset of these data sizes. Optimizing functional units for 8- and 16-bit data sizes allows
to design subword processing (SWP) operators [1]. Thanks
to these operators, the computational power of the architec-

ture can be increased during processing with data-level parallelism, without reducing overall performances at other times.
Operation- or instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is inherent in computational algorithms. Although ILP is constrained by data dependencies, its exploitation is generally
quite easy. It requires the introduction of several functional
units working independently. To exploit this parallelism, the
controller of the architecture must specify simultaneously to
several operators the operations to be executed as in very long
instruction word (VLIW) processors.
Thread-level parallelism (TLP) represents the number of
threads which may be executed concurrently in an algorithm.
TLP is more complicated to be exploited since it strongly
varies from one application to another. The tradeoﬀ between
ILP and TLP must thus be adapted for each application running on the architecture. Consequently, to support TLP while
guaranteeing a good computational density, the architecture
must be able to alter the organization of its processing resources [2].
Finally, application parallelism can be considered as an
extension of thread parallelism. The goal is to identify the
applications that may run concurrently on the architecture.
Contrary to threads, applications executed in parallel run on
distinct datasets. To exploit this level of parallelism, the architecture can be divided into clusters which can work independently. These clusters must have their own control, storage,
and processing resources.
Exploiting available parallelism eﬃciently (depending on
application) can allow for some system-level optimization of
the energy consumption. The allocation of tasks can permit
the putting of some part of architecture into idle or sleep
modes [3] or the use of other mechanisms like clock gating
to save energy [4].
2.2.

Reducing the configuration distribution cost

Control and configuration distribution has a significant impact on the energy consumption. Therefore, the configuration data volume as well as the configuration frequency must
both be minimized. The configuration data volume reflects
on the energy cost of one reconfiguration. It may be minimized by reducing the number of reconfiguration targets.
Especially, the interconnection network must support a good
tradeoﬀ between flexibility and configuration data volume.
Hierarchical networks are perfect for this purpose [5].
If there are some redundancies in the datapath structure,
it is possible to reduce the configuration data volume, by distributing simultaneously the same configuration data to several targets. This has been defined as the single configuration
multiple data (SCMD) concept. The basic idea was first introduced in the Xilinx 6200 FPGA. In this circuit, configuring “cells” in parallel with the same configuration bits were
implemented using wildcarding bits to augment the cell address/position to select several cells at the same time for reconfiguration.
The 80/20 rule [6] asserts that 80% of the execution
time are consumed by 20% of the program code, and only
20% are consumed by the remaining source code. The timeconsuming portions of the code are described as being
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regular and typically nested loops. In such a portion of code,
the same computation pattern is repeated many times. Between loop nests, the remaining irregular code cannot be optimized due to lack of parallelism. Adequate configuration
mechanisms must thus be defined for these opposite kinds of
processing.
2.3. Reducing the data access cost
Minimizing the data access cost implies reducing the number of memory accesses and the cost of one memory access.
Thanks to functional-level reconfiguration, operators may
be interconnected to exploit temporal and spatial localities
of data. Spatial locality is exploited by connecting operators
in a data-flow model. Producers and consumers of data are
directly connected without requiring intermediate memory
transactions. In the same way, it is important to increase the
locality of reference, and so to have memory close to the processing part.
Temporal locality may be exploited—thanks to broadcast
connections. This kind of connection transfers one item of
data towards several targets in a single transaction. This removes multiple accesses to data memories. The temporal locality may further be exploited—thanks to registers used to
build delay chains. These delay chains reduce the number of
data memory accesses when several samples of the same vector are concurrently handled in an application.
To reduce data memory access costs while providing a
high bandwidth, a memory hierarchy must be defined. The
high-bandwidth and low-energy constraints dictate the integration of a large number of small memories. To provide
large storage space, a second level of hierarchy must be added
to supply data to the local memories. Finally, to reduce the
memory management cost, address generation tasks have to
be distributed along with the local memories.
3.

RELATED WORKS

Functional-level reconfigurable architectures were introduced to trade oﬀ flexibility against performance, while reducing the reconfiguration overhead. This latter is mainly
obtained using reconfigurable operators instead of LUTbased configurable logic blocks. Precursors of this class of
architectures were KressArray [7], RaPid [8], and RaW machines [9] which were specifically designed for streaming algorithms.
These works have led to numerous academic and commercial architectures. The first industrial product was the
Chameleon Systems CS2000 family [10], designed for application in telecommunication facilities. This architecture
comprises a GPP and a reconfigurable processing fabric. The
fabric is built around identical processing tiles including
reconfigurable datapaths. The tiles communicate through
point-to-point communication channels that are static for
the duration of a kernel. To achieve a high throughput,
the reconfigurable fabric has a highly pipelined architecture.
Based on a fixed 2D topology of interconnection network,
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this architecture is mainly designed to provide high speeds
in the telecommunication domain regardless of other constraints.
The extreme processor platform (XPP) [11] from PACT
is based on a mesh array of coarse-grained processing array
elements (PAEs). PAEs are specialized for algorithms of a particular domain on a specific XPP processor core. The XPP
processor is hierarchical, and a cluster contains a 2D array of
PAEs, which can support point-to-point or multicast communications. PAEs have input and output registers, and the
data streams need to be highly pipelined to use the XPP resources eﬃciently.
The NEC dynamically reconfigurable processor (DRP-1)
[12] is an array of tiles constituted by an 8 × 8 matrix of processing elements (PEs). Each PE has an 8-bit ALU, an 8-bit
data management unit, and some registers. These units are
connected by programmable wires specialized by instruction
data in a point-to-point manner. Local data memories are
included on the periphery of each tile. Data flow needs to be
carefully designed to take advantage of this architecture. NEC
DRP-1 provides sixteen contexts, by implementing a 16-deep
instruction memory in each PE. This approach permits the
reconfiguration of the processor in one cycle, but at the price
of a very high cost in configuration memory.
The XiRisc architecture [13] is a reconfigurable processor
based on a VLIW RISC core with a five-stage pipeline, enhanced with an additional run-time configurable datapath,
called pipelined configurable gate array (PiCoGA). PiCoGA
is a full-custom designed unit composed of a regular 2D
array of multicontext fine-grained reconfigurable logic cells
(RLCs). Thus, each row can implement a stage of a customizable pipeline. In the array, each row is connected to other
rows with configurable interconnection channels and to the
processor register file with six global busses. Vertical channels have 12 pairs of wires, while horizontal ones have only
8 pairs of wires. PiCoGA supports dynamic reconfiguration
in one cycle by including a specific cache, storing four configurations for each RLC. The reconfiguration overhead can
be optimized by exploiting partial run-time reconfiguration,
which gives the opportunity for reprogramming only a portion of the PiCoGA.
Pleiades [14] was the first reconfigurable platform taking into account the energy eﬃciency as a design constraint.
It is a heterogeneous coarse-grained platform built around
satellite processors which communicate through a hierarchical reconfigurable mesh structure. All these blocks communicate through point-to-point communication channels
that are static for the duration of a kernel. The satellite processors can be embedded FPGAs, configurable operators, or
hardwired IPs to support specific operations. Pleiades is designed for low power but it needs to be restricted to an
application domain to be very eﬃcient. The algorithms in
the domain are carefully profiled in order to find the kernels that will eventually be implemented as a satellite processor.
Finally, the work in [15] proposes some architectural improvements to define a low-energy FPGA. However, for complex applications, this architecture is limited in terms of attainable performance and development time.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a DART cluster.

4.

DART ARCHITECTURE

The association of the principles presented in Section 3 leads
to the first definition of the DART architecture [16]. Two visions of the system level of this architecture can be explored.
The first one consists in a set of autonomous clusters which
have access to a shared memory space, managed by a task
controller. This controller assigns tasks to clusters according
to priority and resources availability constraints. This vision
leads to an autonomous reconfigurable system. The second
one, which is the solution discussed here, consists in using
one cluster of the reconfigurable architecture as a hardware
accelerator in a reconfigurable system-on-chip (RSoC). The
RSoC includes a general-purpose processor which should
support a real-time operating system and control the whole
system through a configurable network. At this level, the architecture deals with the application-level parallelism and
can support operating system optimization such as dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling.
4.1. Cluster architecture
A DART cluster (see Figure 1) is composed of functionallevel reconfigurable blocks called reconfigurable datapaths
(RDPs); see Section 4.2.
DART was designed as a platform-based architecture so
at the cluster level, we have a defined interface to implement user dedicated logic which allows for the integration of
application-specific operators or an FPGA core to eﬃciently
support bit-level parallelism, for example.
The RDPs may be interconnected through a segmented
network, which is the top level of the interconnection hierarchy. According to the degree of parallelism of the application
to be implemented, the RDPs can be interconnected to carry
out high-complexity tasks or disconnected to work independently on diﬀerent threads. The segmented network allows
for dynamic adaptation of the instruction-level and threadlevel parallelisms of the architecture, depending on the processing needs. It also enables communication between the
application-specific core and the data memory or the chain-

ing of operations between the RDPs and the user dedicated
logic.
The hierarchical organization of DART allows the control to be distributed. Distributing control and processing resources through predefined hierarchical interconnection networks is more energy-eﬃcient for large designs than that
through global interconnection networks [5]. Hence, it is
possible to eﬃciently connect a very large number of resources without being penalized too much by the interconnection cost.
All the processing primitives access the same data memory space. The main task of the configuration controller
is to manage and reconfigure the RDP sequentially. This
controller supports the above-mentioned SCMD concept.
Since it sequences configurations rather than instructions, it
does not have to access an instruction memory at each cycle. Memory reading and decoding do happen occasionally
when a reconfiguration occurs. This drastic reduction of the
amount of instruction memory reading and decoding leads
to significant energy savings.
4.2.

Reconfigurable datapath architecture

The arithmetic processing primitives in DART are the RDPs
(see Figure 2). They are organized around functional units
(FUs) followed by a pipeline register and small SRAM memories, interconnected via a powerful communication network. Each RDP has four functional units in the current
configuration (two multipliers/adders and two arithmetic
and logic units) supporting subword processing (SWP); see
Section 4.3. FUs are dynamically reconfigurable and can execute various arithmetic and logic operations depending on
the stored configuration.
FUs process data stored in four small local memories, on
top of which four local controllers are in charge of providing
the addresses of the data handled inside the RDPs. These address generators (AGs) share a zero-overhead loop support
and they are detailed in Section 4.4. In addition to the memories, two registers are also available in every RDP. These registers are used to build delay chains, and hence realizing time
data sharing.
All these resources communicate through a fully connected network. This oﬀers high flexibility and it is the second level of the interconnection hierarchy. The organization
of DART keeps these connections relatively small, hence limiting their energy consumption. Thanks to this network, resources can communicate with each other in the RDP. Furthermore, the datapath can be optimized for several kinds of
calculation patterns and can make data sharing easier. Since
a memory can simultaneously be accessed by several functional units, some energy savings can be realized. Finally,
connections with global busses allow for the use of several
RDPs to implement massively parallel processing.
4.3.

Architecture of the functional units

The design of eﬃcient functional units is of prime importance for the eﬃciency of the global architecture. DART is
based on two diﬀerent FUs which use the SWP [1] concept
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Figure 2: Architecture of a reconfigurable datapath (RDP).

justified by the numerous data sizes that can be found in current applications (e.g., 8 and 16 bits for video and audio applications). Consequently, we have designed arithmetic operators that are optimized for the most common data format
(16 bits) but which support SWP processing for 8-bit data.
The first type of FU implements a multiplier/adder. Designing a low-power multiplier is diﬃcult but well known
[17]. One of the most eﬃcient architectures is the BoothWallace multiplier for word lengths of at least 16 bits. The
designed FU includes the saturation of signed results in the
same cycle as the operation evaluation. Finally, as the multiplication has a 32-bit result, a shifter implements basic scaling of the result. This unit is shown in Figure 3.
As stated before, FUs must support SWP. Synthesis and
analysis of various architectures have shown that implementing three multipliers (one for 16-bit data and two for the
SWP processing on 8-bit data) leads to a better tradeoﬀ between area, time, and energy than the traditional 4-multiplier
decomposition [18].
To decrease switching activity in the FU, inputs are
latched depending on whether SWP is used or not, leading to
a 5% area overhead, but the power consumption is optimized
(−23% for 16-bit operations and −72% for 8-bit multiplications). Implementing addition on the various multipliers is
obvious and requires only a multiplexer to have access to the
adder tree.
The second type of functional unit implements an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) as depicted in Figure 4. It can perform operations like ADD, SUB, ABS, AND, XOR, and OR
and it is mainly based on an optimized adder. For this latter,
a Sklansky structure has been chosen due to its high performance and power eﬃciency 11. Implementation of subtraction is made by using two’s complement arithmetic. Finally,
SWP is implemented by splitting the tree structure of the Δ
elements of the Sklansky adder. The FU has a 40-bit wide
operator to limit overflow in the case of long accumulation.
As for the multiplier, the unit can perform saturation in the
same processing cycle.
Two shifters at the input and at the output of the arithmetic unit can perform left or right shifts of 0, 1, 2, or 4 bits

in the same cycle to scale the data. As for the multiplier, inputs are latched to decrease switching activity. Table 1 summarizes performance results of the proposed functional units
on 0.18 μm technology from STMicroelectronics (Geneva,
Switzerland). The critical path of the global RDP comes from
the ALU implementation, and so pipelining the multiplier
unit is not an issue.
4.4.

Address generation units

Since the controller task is limited to the reconfiguration
management, DART must integrate some dedicated resources for address generation. These units must provide
the addresses of the data handled in the RDPs for each data
memory (see Figure 2) during the task processing. To be eﬃcient in a large spectrum of applications, the address generators (AGs) must support numerous addressing patterns (bit
reverse, modulo, pre-/postincrement, etc.). These units are
built around an RISC-like core in charge of sequencing the
accesses to a small instruction memory (64 × 32 bits). In order to minimize the energy consumption, these accesses will
take place only when an address has to be generated. For that,
the sequencer may be put in an idle state. Another module is
then in charge of waking up the sequencer at the right time.
Even if this method needs some additional resources, interest in it is widely justified by the energy savings. Once
the instruction has been read, it is decoded in order to control a small datapath that will supply the address. On top
of the four address generation units of each RDP (one per
memory), a module provides a zero-overhead loop support.
Thanks to this module, up to four levels of nested loop can
be supported, with each loop kernel being able to contain
up to eight instructions without any additional cycles for its
management. Two address generation units are represented
in Figure 5 with the shared zero-overhead loop support.
5.

DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION

DART proposes a flexible and dynamic control of reconfiguration. The distinction between regular and irregular codes
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leads to the definition of two reconfiguration modes. Regular
processing is the time-consuming part of algorithms and it
is implemented—thanks to “hardware reconfigurations” (see
Section 5.1). On the other hand, irregular processing has less
influence on performance and it is implemented—thanks to
“software reconfigurations” (see Section 5.2).
5.1. Hardware reconfiguration
During regular processing, complete flexibility of the RDPs
is provided by the full use of the functional-level reconfiguration paradigm at the cost of a higher reconfiguration overhead. In such a computation model, the dataflow execution
paradigm is optimal. By allowing the modification of interconnections between functional units and memories, the
architecture can be optimized for the computation pattern
to be implemented. The SCMD concept exploits the redundancy of the RDPs by simultaneously distributing the same
configuration to several RDPs, and thus reducing the configuration data volume. According to the regularity of the
computation pattern and the redundancy of configurations,
4 to 19 52-bit instructions are required to reconfigure all the
RDPs and their interconnections. Once these configuration
instructions have been specified, no other instruction reading and decoding have to occur until the end of the loop execution. The execution is controlled by the AGs which sequence input data and save the output in terminal memories.
For example, in Figure 6, the datapath is configured to
implement a digital filter based on MAC operations. Once
this configuration has been specified, the dataflow computation model is maintained as long as the filter needs this

pattern. At the end of the execution, a new computing pattern can be specified to the datapath, for example, the square
of the diﬀerence between x(n) and x(n − 1) in Figure 6. In
that case, 4 cycles are required to reconfigure a single RDP.
This hardware reconfiguration fully optimizes the datapath
structure at the cost of reconfiguration time (19 cycles for
the overall configuration without SCMD), and no additional
control data are necessary.
5.2.

Software reconfiguration

Irregular processing represents the control-dominated parts
of the application and requires to change RDP configurations
at each cycle; a so-called software reconfiguration is used. To
reconfigure the RDPs in one cycle, their flexibility is limited
to a subset of the possibilities. As in VLIW processors, a calculation pattern of read-modify-write type has been adopted.
In that case, for each operator needed for the execution, the
data are read and computed, then the result is stored back in
memory.
The software reconfiguration is only concerned with the
functionality of the operators, the size of the data, and their
origin. Thanks to these limitations on flexibility, the RDP
may be reconfigured at each cycle with only one 52-bit instruction. This is illustrated in Figure 7 which represents the
reconfiguration needed to replace an addition of data stored
in the memories Mem1 and Mem2 by a subtraction of data
stored in the memories Mem1 and Mem4.
Due to the reconfiguration modes and the SCMD concept, DART can be fully optimized to eﬃciently support both
dataflow intensive computation processing and irregular
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Table 1: Implementation results and performances of the functional units.

Multiplier functional unit
ALU functional unit

Area
(μm2 )
37 000
28 850

Delay
(ns)
3.97
5.33

Energy
(10−12 J)
88.90
39.62

processing for control parts. Moreover, the two reconfiguration modes can be mixed without any constraints, and they
have a great influence on the development methodology. Besides the design of the architecture, a compilation framework
has been developed to exploit these architecture and reconfiguration paradigms. The joint use of retargetable compilation and high-level synthesis techniques leads to an eﬃcient
methodology.
6.

DEVELOPMENT FLOW

To exploit the computational power of DART, the design of
development flow is the key to enhance the status of the architecture. In that way, we developed a compilation framework based on the joint use of a front end allowing for
the transformation and the optimization of C code, a retargetable compiler to handle compilation of the software configurations, and high-level synthesis techniques to generate
the hardware reconfiguration of the RDP [19].
As in most of development methodologies for reconfigurable hardware, the key issue is to identify the diﬀerent
kinds of processing. Based on the two reconfiguration modes
of the DART architecture, our compilation framework uses
two separate flows for the regular and irregular portions of

code. This approach has already been successfully used in the
PICO (program in, chip out) project developed at HP labs
to implement regular codes into a systolic structure, and to
compile irregular ones for an VLIW processor [20]. Other
projects such as Pleiades [21] or GARP [22] are also using
this approach.
The proposed development flow is depicted in Figure 8.
It allows the user to describe its applications in C. These
high-level descriptions are first translated into control and
dataflow graph (CDFG) by the front end, from which some
automatic transformations (loop unrolling, loop kernel extractions, etc.) are done to reduce the execution time. After
these transformations, the distinction between regular codes,
irregular ones, and data manipulations permits the translation of the high-level description of the application into configuration instructions—thanks to compilation and architectural synthesis.
6.1.

Front end

The front end of this development flow is based on the SUIF
framework [23] developed at Stanford. It aims to generate
an internal representation of the program from which other
modules can operate. Moreover, this module has to extract
the loop kernels inside the C code and transmit them to
the module (gDART) in charge of transforming the regular portions of code into HW configurations. To increase
the parallelism of each loop kernel, some specific algorithms
have been developed inside the SUIF front end to unroll the
loops according to the number of functional units available
in the cluster. Finally, in order to increase the temporal locality of the data, other loop transformations have also been
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developed to decrease the amount of data memory accesses
and hence the energy consumption [24, 25].
6.2. cDART compiler
In order to generate the software reconfiguration instructions, we have integrated a compiler, cDART, into our development flow. This tool was generated—thanks to the CALIFE tool suite which is a retargetable compiler framework
based on the ARMOR language, developed at INRIA [26].
DART was first described in the ARMOR language.This implementation description arises from the inherent needs of
the three main compiling activities which are the code selection, the allocation, and the scheduling, and from the architectural mechanisms used by DART. It has to be noticed that
the software reconfigurations imply some limitations about
the RDPs flexibility, and hence the architecture subset concerned with this reconfiguration is very simple and orthogonal. It is made up of four independent functional units working on four memories in a very flexible manner; that is, there
are no limitations on the use of the instruction parallelism.

The next step in generating cDART was to translate the
DART ARMOR description into a set of rules able to analyze
expression trees in the source code, thanks to the ARMORC
tool. Finally, to build the compiler, the CALIFE framework
allowed us to choose the diﬀerent compilation passes (e.g.,
code selection, resource allocation, scheduling, etc.) that had
to be implemented in cDART. In CALIFE, while the global
compiler structure is defined by the user, module adaptations are automatically performed by the framework. Within
CALIFE, the eﬃciency of each compiler structure can easily
be checked and new compilation passes can quickly be added
or subtracted from the global compiler structure. Thanks to
CALIFE framework, we have designed a compiler which automatically generates the software configurations for DART.
6.3.

gDART synthesizer

If the software reconfiguration instructions can be obtained—thanks to classical compilation schemes—the hardware reconfiguration instructions have to be generated according to more specific synthesis tasks. In fact, as mentioned
previously, hardware reconfiguration can be specified by a
set of instructions that exhibits the RDP structure. Hence,
the developed tool (gDART) has to generate a datapath configuration in adequacy with the processing of the loop kernel represented by a dataflow graph (DFG). Since the parallelism has been exhibited during the SUIF transformations,
the only task that must be done by gDART is to find the datapath structure allowing for the DFG implementation and to
translate it into an HW configuration.
Due to the RDP structure, the main constraint on the efficient scheduling of the DFG is to compute the critical loops
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DART ARMOR
description

C code

#define pi 3.1416
#define pi 3.1416
main()
{
float x,h,z
for(i=1; i<n;i++)
{
*z= *y++ + * h++
}
for( i=1;i<n; i++)
{
*z= *y++ + * h++
}

SUIF SUIF front-end
Profiling
Partial loop
unrolling

ARMORC

DPR allocation
Data
manipulations

Loop kernel
cDART

gDART

Compilation
Parser
assembler ->
config. SW

ACG

Scheduling
Assignation

Data
manipulation
extractions
Compilation
Parser assembler
-> codes AG

Irregular
processing

scDART

RTL simulation Performance
analysis

Consumption, nb cycles,
resource usage

Figure 8: DART development flow.

.
.
.

The DFG has next to be optimized to reduce the pipeline
latency according to classical tree height reduction techniques. Finally, calculations have to be assigned to operators
and data accesses to memory reading or writing. These accesses are managed by the address generators.

For (i = 0; i < 64; i+ = 4) {
tmp = tmp + x[i]∗ H[i];
tmp = tmp + x[i + 1]∗ H[i + 1];
tmp = tmp + x[i + 2]∗ H[i + 2];
tmp = tmp + x[i + 3]∗ H[i + 3];
}
..
.

6.4.

Z −4
∗

+

+

+

+

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

+

+

+

Z −1
+

Figure 9: Critical loop reduction.

of the DFG in a single cycle. Otherwise, if data are shared over
several clock cycles, local memories have to be used, and that
decreases energy eﬃciency. To give more flexibility in this
regard, registers were added to the RDP datapath (see reg1
and reg2 in Figure 2). This problem can be illustrated by the
example of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter dataflow
graph represented in Figure 9 which mainly concerns the accumulations. In this particular case, the solution is to transform the graph in order to reduce the critical loop timing to
only one cycle by swapping the additions. This solution can
be generalized by swapping the operations of a critical loop
according to the associativity and distributivity rules associated with the operators.

Address code generator

If gDART and cDART allow for the definition of the datapath, they do not take into consideration the data access.
Hence, a third tool, address code generator (ACG), has been
developed in order to obtain the address generation instructions which will be executed on the address generators of
each RDP. Since the address generators architectures are similar to tiny RISCs (see Section 4.4), the generation of these
instructions can be done by classical compilation steps—
thanks to CALIFE. The input of the compiler is this time a
subset of the initial input code which corresponds to data
manipulations, and the compiler is parameterized by the ARMOR description of the address generation unit.
6.5.

scDART simulator

The diﬀerent configurations of DART can be validated—
thanks to a bit-true and cycle-true simulator (scDART), developed in SystemC. This simulator also generates some information about the performance and the energy consumption of the implemented application. In order to have a good
relative accuracy, the DART modeling has been done at the
register-transfer level and each operator has been characterized by an average energy consumption per access—thanks
to gate-level estimations realized with Design Power from
Synopsys (Calif, USA).
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WIRELESS BASE STATION

In this section, we focus on the implementation of a wireless base station application as a proof of concept. The base
station is based on wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) which is a radio technology used in thirdgeneration (3G) mobile communication systems.
When a mobile device needs to send data to the base station, a radio access link is set up with a dedicated channel
providing a specific bandwidth. All data sent within a channel have to be coded with a specific code to distinguish the
data transmitted in that channel from the other channels.
The number of codes is limited and depends on the total capacitance of the cell, which is the area covered by a single base
station. To be compliant with the radio interface specification (universal terrestrial radio access (UTRA)), each channel must achieve a data rate of at least 128 kbps. The theoretical total number of concurrent channels is 128. As in practice, only about 60% of the channels are used for user data;
the WCDMA base station can support 76 users per carrier.
In this section, we present and compare the implementation of a 3G WCDMA base-station receiver on DART, on
an Xilinx XC200E VIRTEX II Pro FPGA and on the Texas
Instrument C62x DSP. Energy distribution between diﬀerent components of the DART architecture is also discussed.
The figures presented in this section were extracted from
logical synthesis on 0.18 μm CMOS technology with 1.9 V
power supply, and from the cycle-accurate bit-accurate simulator of the architecture scDART. Running at a frequency of
130 MHz, a DART cluster is able to provide up to 6240 MOPS
on 8-bit data.
7.1. WCDMA base-station receiver
WCDMA is considered as one of the most critical applications of third-generation telecommunication systems. Its
principle is to adapt signals to the communication support
by spreading its spectrum and sharing the communication
support between several users by scrambling communications [27]. This is done by multiplying the information by
private codes dedicated to users. Since these codes have good
autocorrelation and intercorrelation properties [28], there
is virtually no interference between users, and consequently
they may be multiplexed on the same carrier frequency.
Within a WCDMA receiver, real and imaginary parts of
data received on the antenna, after demodulation and digitalto-analog conversion, are first filtered by two real FIR shaping filters. These two 64-tap filters operate at a high frequency
(15.36 MHz), which leads to a high complexity of 3.9 GOPS
(giga operations per second). Next, a rake receiver has to extract the usable information in the filtered samples and retrieve the transmitted symbol. Since the transmitted signal
reflects on obstacles like buildings or trees, the receiver gets
several replicas of the same signal with diﬀerent delays and
phases. By combining the diﬀerent paths, the decision quality is greatly improved, and consequently a rake receiver is
constituted of several fingers which have to despread one part
of the signal, corresponding to one path of the transmitted
information. This task is realized at a chip rate of 3.84 MHz.

Instruction reading and
decoding Data accesses in DPR
1%
9 % Data accesses in cluster
6%
Address generator
5%

Operators
79 %

Figure 10: Power repartition in DART for the WCDMA receiver.

The decision is finally made on the combination of all these
despread paths. The complexity of the despreading is about
30 MOPS for each finger. Classical implementations use 6
fingers per user. For all the preceding operations, we use 8bit data with a double precision arithmetic during accumulations, which allows for subword processing.
A base station keeps the transactions of multiple users
(approximately 76 per carrier), so each of the above-mentioned algorithms has to be processed for each of the users in
the cell.
7.2.

Implementation results and energy distribution

The eﬀective computation power oﬀered by a DART cluster is
about 6.2 GOPS on 8-bit data. This performance level comes
out of the flexibility of the DART interconnection network
which allows for an eﬃcient usage of the RDP internal processing resources.
Dynamic reconfiguration has been implemented on
DART, by alternating diﬀerent tasks issued from the
WCDMA receiver application (shaping FIR filtering, complex despreading implemented by the rake receiver, chip-rate
synchronization, symbol-rate synchronization, and channel
estimation). Between two consecutive tasks, a reconfiguration phase takes place. Thanks to the configuration data volume minimization on DART, the reconfiguration overhead
is negligible (3 to 9 clock cycles). These phases consume only
0.05% of the overall execution time.
The power needed to implement the complete WCDMA
receiver has been estimated to about 115 mW. If we consider
the computational power of each task, the average energy efficiency of DART is 38.8 MOPS/mW. Figure 10 represents the
distribution of power consumption between various components of the architecture. It is important to notice that the
main source of power consumption is that of the operators
(79%). Thanks to the configuration data volume minimization and the reconfiguration frequency reduction, the energy
wastes associated with the control of the architecture are negligible. During this processing, only 0.9 mW is consumed to
read and decode control data; that is, the flexibility cost is less
than 0.8% of the overall consumption needed for the processing of a WCDMA receiver.
The minimization of local memory access energy cost,
obtained by the use of a memory hierarchy, allows for the
consumption due to data accesses (20%) to be kept under
control. At the same time, connections of one-towards-all
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type allow for a significant reduction in the amount of data
memory accesses. In particular, on filtering or complex despreading applications, broadcast connections allow for the
reduction by a factor of six the amount of data memory accesses. The use of delay chains allows for the exploitation of
data temporal locality and skipping a number of data memory accesses.
In order to compare our results to widely accepted architectures, we consider in the rest of the section the FIR filter
and the rake receiver. In the case of the FIR filter, 63% of
the DART cluster are used, and the energy eﬃciency reaches
40 MOPS/mW. Arithmetic operators represent more than
80% of the total energy, thus minimizing the energy wastes.
For the rake receiver, the use of SWP operators permits the
real-time implementation of 206 fingers per cluster, that is,
up to 33 users per cluster. Since this algorithm uses more intensive memory accesses, the energy eﬃciency is reduced to
31 MOPS/mW.
According to the traditional tradeoﬀ of FPGA designs, we
need to choose particular circuits within the whole range of
available chips. Two scenarios can be addressed: one FPGA
implements the complete application or one smaller FPGA
implements each task of the receiver and is reconfigured between two consecutive tasks. The first solution optimizes reconfiguration overhead but comes with a high power consumption. The second approach reduces performances but
will also decrease the power consumption.
A shaping filter on an Xilinx VIRTEX II architecture can
support 128 channels with a length of 27 symbols, 8 samples by symbols [21]. For the rake receiver, the VIRTEX II
supports 512 complex tracking fingers (7 bits on I and Q).
This receiver requires 3500 slices. For a design running at
128 MHz, the FPGA solution can support up to 64 channels with a 2 Mbps frequency sampling. Using an XC2V1000
FPGA at 1.5 V, the consumed power is almost 2 W, and the
energy eﬃciency is 7.7 MOPS/mW.
We have implemented the same design in a smaller
XC2V250 FPGA and used reconfiguration between the tasks.
It results in an estimated power consumption of 570 mW for
the filter and 470 mW for the rake receiver. The energy efficiencies are then 6.8 and 0.4 MOPS/mW for the two tasks,
respectively. These results do not take the reconfigurations
into account.
According to the real-time constraints of the application,
the FIR filter cannot be implemented on a DSP processor.
The TMS320C62 VLIW DSP running at 100 MHz can support a 6-finger rake receiver for a bandwidth of 16 KBps per
channel [29]. This solution supports UMTS requirements,
but for multiple users, it is necessary to implement one
DSP per user. Consuming 600 mW, its energy eﬃciency is
0.3 MOPS/mW.
The same design has been implemented and optimized
into the TMS320C64 VLIW DSP [30]. This processor is a
high-performance DSP from Texas Instruments that can run
at a clock frequency up to 720 MHz and consumes 1.36 W.
It includes 8 independent operators and can reach a peak
performance of 5760 MIPS. The C64x DSP provides SWP
capabilities which increase performance for 8-bit data. The
energy eﬃciency is 0.15 MOPS/mW for the rake receiver for
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one user, but this architecture can support up to 5 users per
chip.
The XPP reconfigurable processor has a structure which
is close to the concepts of DART, but without exploiting
memory and interconnection hierarchies. For 0.13 μm technology at 1.5 V, it can run at 200 MHz. The use of 48 PAEs
processing 8-bit data in SWP mode consumes 600 mW and
enables the implementation of 400 rake fingers at the chip
rate of 3.84 MHz [31]. While achieving twice the pick performance of DART, its energy eﬃciency is 50% less and achieves
20 MOPS/mW.
8.

VLSI INTEGRATION AND FIGURES

The VLSI integration of DART has been made in a collaborative project dedicated to a 4G telecommunication application platform in the context of the 4-More European
project. The fresh architecture is an NoC-based system-onchip for application prototyping designed by the CEA-LETI
[30]. This architecture contains 23 IPs connected to a 20node network (called Faust) [32] for a total complexity of
8-million gates (including RAMs). The circuit has been realized using 0.13 μm CMOS technology from STMicroelectronics. IPs from diﬀerent partners were implemented:
(i) an ARM946ES core which is included in an AMBA bus
subsystem;
(ii) two intensive data processing blocks, a turbo encoder
from France Telecom R&D, and a convolutional decoder (Viterbi) from Mitsubishi/ITE;
(iii) IPs for OFDM communications designed by the CEALETI;
(iv) a reconfigurable controller designed by the CEA LIST;
(v) a DART cluster designed by IRISA and implemented
by CEA LIST.
Figure 11 shows the die photo of the fresh chip and the
floorplan of the diﬀerent IP blocks.
In this circuit, DART is intended to implement the channel estimation of the OFDM application. To achieve this
goal, we have integrated two division operators into the
application-specific area of the cluster. Memory hierarchy has
been modified to respond to the communication paradigm
of the used network. It integrates two FIFOs serving as a network interface. All local memories are dual-port RAMs to
enable read/write accesses in the same cycle, while facilitating the design by avoiding multiphase clocks. Due to accuracy concerns, the cluster was modified to support 32 bits in
the datapath and in the local memories. These specific modifications had a significant impact on the power figures, but
they had increased the quality of the processing and simplified the chip design.
Including all the above modifications, the resulting
DART circuit presents a complexity of 2.4 M gates including the whole memory hierarchy. Synthesis, place and route,
design check, and validation process have taken 108 hours.
The cluster requires a total power of 709 mW, including a
100 mW leakage power. DART can run at a 200 MHz clock
frequency, and then it reaches 4800 MOPS for 32-bit operations and up to 9600 MOPS for 16-bit operations. These first
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